Semester at DHBW Stuttgart

EXCHANGE AND STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMMES
Welcome from Prof. Dr. Joachim Weber, President

Welcome to the Duale Hochschule Baden-Württemberg Stuttgart (DHBW), a unique university in the South of Germany. Based on the concept of dual studies our more than 34,000 students study at 9 different campuses and are employed by more than 8,000 partner companies and institutions. With over 8,000 students in Stuttgart we are the biggest campus of one of the largest universities in the region. Many of our partner companies are global players and act internationally. We believe that it is important for all students to increase their international knowledge and intercultural competence in order to be prepared to work in an international environment. Hosting students from foreign countries and offering lectures and social activities together with our own students provides an excellent, life-enriching intercultural experience for both.

We hope that you have a wonderful and rewarding experience at DHBW Stuttgart.

Prof. Dr. Joachim Weber
President of DHBW Stuttgart
Extracurricular activities – Things to do

Culture Connection
The members of the international students’ club Culture Connection are looking forward to seeing you in Stuttgart! They offer free-time activities such as excursions, fun events, company visits, language groups and much more.

Studying at DHBW has been one of the most amazing experiences I ever had
Maria Luisa, Spain

Exemplary list of lectures from the ISP:
• Doing Business in the Arab World
• Employability Skills – German for the Workplace
• Finance and Investment
• German Culture and Communication Styles
• German language
• Business English
• Information Technology Service Management
• Intercultural Negotiation Training
• Intercultural Training Germany
• International Marketing
• International Operations Management and Logistics
• International Social Media Marketing and Digital Storytelling
• International Student Case Competition
• IT Security
• System Analysis and System Design
• The Financial Market in Germany
• The Contemporary Political and Economic System of the EU and Germany

Academic Calendar
DHBW Semester dates:
September to February and March to August
International Study Programme:
September to December and March to June

Study in English at DHBW Stuttgart:
The International Study Programme (ISP)

This programme is designed for exchange and study abroad students who wish to study at DHBW Stuttgart for one or two semesters. Courses are available either in English or in German.

Students can choose from a range of Business and Computing classes. German language classes are also offered.

Studying at DHBW has been one of the most amazing experiences I ever had
Maria Luisa, Spain
Lectures carry 2–5 ECTS depending on the workload. Students can take up to 30 ECTS per semester. Participation in classes from our regular academic study programmes depends on availability.

**Living costs to expect:**
- Accommodation monthly ...................... ca. EUR 250–400
- Health Insurance monthly ....................... ca. EUR 90
- Semester Transportation Ticket ................. ca. EUR 200
- Student Services ................................. ca. EUR 100
- Personal expenses ................................ variable

Please visit our website www.dhbw-stuttgart.de/incomings and find out more about the International Study Programme, application deadlines, required documents, health insurance, housing options, living costs!

Yaseen, Egypt

I loved every bit of it
Welcome to Stuttgart

As a strongly export-oriented business metropolis, Stuttgart is still a charming, exceptional, fascinating city. Stuttgart is the 6th largest city in Germany and is the centre of a vibrating region, in which nature and technology, tradition and innovation go hand in hand.

Nestling in a topographically unique landscape, the Stuttgart Region spans the broad spectrum from a pulsating economic metropolis to an attractive tourist destination. Stuttgart likes to celebrate and some of the annual highlights are the Stuttgart Jazz Festival, the Festival of Animated Film, the Beer Festival, the Wine Village, and the Christmas Market. For those interested in the Arts, Stuttgart hosts the State Theatres, performing opera, ballet and theatre plays.

The Stuttgart region is known as the birthplace of the automobile and until today is the home of Porsche and Mercedes-Benz. The Mercedes-Benz Museum, Porsche Museum, the „Wilhelma“ (the zoological and botanical garden) as well as numerous art museums and galleries offer plenty of leisure time activities.

Source: Stuttgart Marketing

Exchange has been a life changing experience that has made me realize I can do so much more than I ever thought was possible

Jeffrey, Denmark
Have you ever been to Stuttgart?

Don’t miss the chance to study in one of the amazing places in the world! DHBW Stuttgart offers the best opportunity for you to study for one or two semesters and to experience the sunny side of Germany and the centre of Europe at the same time.

We are looking forward to welcoming you soon!

International Office

A big challenge for myself, which was totally worth it

Esmeralda, Mexico
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